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Abstract

Using seven single-model ensembles and the two multimodel ensembles CMIP5 and CMIP6,
we show that observed and simulated trends in sea surface temperature (SST) patterns are globally
consistent when accounting for internal variability. Some individual ensemble members simulate trends in
large-scale SST patterns that closely resemble the observed ones. Observed regional trends that lie at the
outer edge of the models' internal variability range allow two nonexclusive interpretations: (a) Observed
trends are unusual realizations of the Earth's possible behavior and/or (b) the models are systematically
biased but large internal variability leads to some good matches with the observations. The existing range
of multidecadal SST trends is influenced more strongly by large internal variability than by differences in
the model formulation or the observational data sets.

Plain Language Summary Climate model simulations agree well with the observed
evolution of the global mean sea surface temperature, but their ability to realistically represent changes in
the patterns of sea surface temperatures has been questioned. We show with an unprecedented number of
simulations from different models and different initial conditions that the observed and simulated changes
in SST patterns are consistent in most regions of the ocean. For each model, a few individual simulations
recreate the observed patterns. In some regions, the observed changes may be an extreme realization of
the Earth's possible behavior. Alternatively, structural model errors may be hidden by the large range of
possible realizations.
1. Should Simulated SST Patterns Resemble Observed SST Patterns?
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Over the historical period, global mean sea surface temperatures (SSTs) mostly increased in response to
rising atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations (Hartmann et al., 2013). The spatial pattern of SST is,
however, nonuniform and changing in time. Recent research has shown that spatial and temporal changes
in SST patterns strongly influence the magnitude of atmospheric radiative feedbacks (Paynter & Frölicher,
2015; Gregory & Andrews, 2016; Zhou et al., 2016; Armour, 2017) and that simulations with prescribed
observed SST patterns show lower estimates of climate sensitivity than historical simulations with a dynamic
and full depth ocean (Andrews et al., 2018; Marvel et al., 2018). Given this relevance of SST patterns, it has
been debated whether global climate model formulation and mean state biases cause changes in SST patterns
that are inconsistent with observations (e.g., Sohn et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2016; Coats & Karnauskas, 2017,
2018; Kostov et al., 2018; Marvel et al., 2018; Seager et al., 2019). Trends in SST patterns are an emergent
property of climate models and not tuned for (Hourdin et al., 2017). Since the climate system is chaotic,
we do not expect the models to be in sync with the observations on a regional scale at any specific point in
time. However, the trust in climate models would decline if they were not able to reproduce the observed
structures of SST pattern change. We show that observed 30- and 20-year trends in the historical period are
globally consistent with multiple single-model large ensembles and the multimodel ensembles of the fifth
and sixth phases of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5 and CMIP6).
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In the recent debate, the equatorial Pacific and the Southern Ocean received special attention. For the equatorial Pacific, Coats and Karnauskas (2017) suggested that SST trends in CMIP5 are inconsistent with the
observed strengthening of the equatorial Pacific east-to-west SST gradient over recent decades, possibly due
to the errors in simulating the strengthening of the Equatorial Undercurrent (Coats & Karnauskas, 2018).
Seager et al. (2019) argued that CMIP5 and one single-model large ensemble fail to reproduce the observed
60-year SST trends in the Nino3.4 region and the observed strengthening of the equatorial Pacific SST gradient. The study concluded that this failure is due to the systematic cold bias in the models' equatorial Pacific
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cold tongue regions. In contrast, Bordbar et al. (2017) argued that the observed strengthening of the equatorial Pacific SST gradient is still within the range of the CMIP5 models. For the Southern Ocean SSTs,
Kostov et al. (2018) showed that CMIP5 models have not reproduced the observed 1979–2014 regional cooling and found that the different model responses to both the Southern Annular Mode and greenhouse gas
forcing contribute to the inconsistency. Böning et al. (2008) suggested that climate models hardly generate
the observed Southern Ocean changes because of the coarse oceanic resolution. On the other hand, Hobbs
et al. (2016) and Zhang et al. (2019) argued that the observed changes are small and not robustly detectable
in the range of CMIP5 model differences, implying consistency between models and observations. These
contrasting findings on regional scales question whether or not simulated SST trends are consistent with
observations globally.
We make use of the unprecedented opportunity to estimate internal variability from the large number of
historical simulations in seven single-model initial condition large ensembles (Deser et al., 2020) and the
ongoing CMIP6 (Eyring et al., 2016; section 2). We quantify the consistency of observed and simulated trends
on the grid scale for the entire ocean area for different periods in the twentieth century (section 3) and show
that single ensemble members reproduce the large-scale observed trends in SST patterns (section 4). We
conclude with a discussion of the limitations of interpreting the currently available observational data sets
and model ensembles (section 5).

2. Models as Known and Observations as Unknown Distributions
We use three fully interpolated observational data sets: COBE-SST2 (1850–2014, 1◦ × 1◦ ; Hirahara et al.,
2013), ERSSTv5 (1854–2014, 2◦ × 12◦ ; Huang et al., 2017), and HadISST2 (version HadISST2.1.0.0,
1850–2010, 1◦ × 1◦ ; Titchner & Rayner, 2014) to account for the differences in observational estimates (Diamond & Bennartz, 2015; Carella et al., 2018). HadISST2 is a 10-member ensemble that accounts for structural
uncertainties in SST and sea ice concentration (available at https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/hadobs/hadisst/
data/hadisst2/). The data sets are mostly based on the same in situ data but differ in bias correction
and interpolation algorithms (Yasunaka & Hanawa, 2011; Kennedy, 2014). Thus, we have 12—closely
related—estimates of the otherwise unknown probability density function (PDF) of the real world. The PDFs
of regional climate change in the real world might be even broader than the ones from the climate models
(Laepple & Huybers, 2014a, 2014b; Cassou et al., 2018; Kravtsov et al., 2018).
We use seven single-model initial condition large ensembles, namely, CanESM2 (Kirchmeier-Young et al.,
2016), CESM-LE (Kay et al., 2014), CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 (Jeffrey et al., 2013), GFDL-ESM2M (Rodgers et al.,
2015), IPSL-CM6A-LR (Boucher et al., 2020), MIROC6 (Tatebe et al., 2019), and MPI-GE (Maher et al.,
2019). The number of realizations from each single-model ensemble are given in Figure 1. The realizations
are started from different initial conditions, and therefore, the single-model ensemble spread represents
differences that arise solely because of internal variability in the simulated climate. We further use 116 simulations from 33 CMIP5 models (Taylor et al., 2012) and 148 simulations from 27 CMIP6 models (available as
of December 2019, Eyring et al., 2016). The different generations of models cover slightly different time periods: CMIP6 and the single-model large ensembles CSIRO-Mk3-6-0, IPSL-CM6A-LR, and MIROC6 cover the
period 1850–2014, which we will use in all figures. CESM-LE starts in 1920; CanESM2 and GFDL-ESM2M
start in 1950. The historical simulations from CMIP5, CESM-LE, and MPI-GE end in 2005. The climate
models substantially differ in their representation of internal variability (Hawkins et al., 2016; Olonscheck
& Notz, 2017; Deser et al., 2020). We conform all observational data sets and model simulations to a spatial
resolution of 1◦ × 1◦ by bilinear interpolation and analyze annual means.
We choose four characteristic time periods that represent the historical evolution of SSTs, differentiated by
their global warming behavior (Figure 1; Cahill et al., 2015; Rahmstorf et al., 2017; Yu & Ruggieri, 2019):
the early warming in the twentieth century 1915–1944 (Brönnimann, 2009; Hegerl et al., 2018), the early
hiatus 1945–1974 (Hegerl et al., 2019), the recent warming 1975–2004, and the recent hiatus 1995–2014 (Fyfe
& Gillett, 2014; Medhaug et al., 2017). The period 1995–2014 overlaps with the period 1975–2004 but is of
special interest as it reflects the most recent SST changes (Forster et al., 2019; Swart et al., 2019; Tokarska
et al., 2020). All trends over the respective time periods are calculated by least squares linear regression. Our
analysis is qualitatively not sensitive to the exact start and end dates of the periods. We use the different
periods to test whether climate models can represent different observed trend patterns and whether a similar
global signal (warming versus hiatus) is expressed in a similar spatial SST pattern.
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Figure 1. Evolution of the annual global mean sea surface temperature (SST) anomaly for 1900–2014 relative to
1961–1990 in CMIP5, CMIP6, seven single-model large ensembles, and three observational estimates. The number of
members for each multimodel or single-model ensemble is shown in brackets. For each ensemble, the averaged
correlation, r, between each ensemble member and each observational estimate is shown. The range of the correlation
between the realizations of each model ensemble and the observational estimates is given in Table S1.

3. Global and Local Consistency of SST Changes
The global mean SST evolution in models matches the observations with a multimodel-averaged Pearson
linear correlation coefficient r of 0.72 as expected from the well-discussed global temperature evolution
(e.g., Hartmann et al., 2013; Marotzke & Forster, 2015; Rahmstorf et al., 2017) (Figure 1; see Table S1 in
the supporting information for the spread in r across ensemble members). The observational data sets
fall within the spread of CMIP5, CMIP6, and most single-model ensembles. During the last decade, the
model ensembles show much stronger warming than observed (Oudar et al., 2018; Tokarska et al., 2020; see
Table S2).
The observed local SST trends, shown in Figure 2, mirror the global SST evolution: In the warming periods,
large regions warm coherently, while during the hiatus periods regional but spatially structured warming
and cooling cancel out globally. The two warming periods differ mostly in the Kuroshio region, the extratropical South Pacific and the Southern Ocean; the differences are reflected by a pattern correlation of only
r = 0.36 between the two periods. The differences in the patterns of the two warming periods can be due to
the large observational uncertainty in the early warming period (see Figures S2, S4, and S5 for a comparison
between the different observational data sets), due to differences in the forcing that drives the warming or
due to multidecadal to centennial variability (e.g., Latif et al., 2013; Stevens, 2015; Hegerl et al., 2019).
The two hiatus periods differ more than the two warming periods: The early hiatus shows a warming trend of
more than 0.1 K/decade over 23% of the ocean area, compensated by widespread cooling trends especially in
the North Atlantic. The recent hiatus, in contrast, shows more pronounced patterns of change with a warming trend of more than 0.1 K/decade over 52% of the ocean area and largely compensating cooling trends
in the eastern Pacific, parts of the Southern Ocean, and the North Atlantic. These substantial differences
between the early and recent hiatus are reflected by a pattern correlation of only r = 0.06. Although SST
patterns are not the only determining factor for hiatuses (Cohen et al., 2012; Li et al., 2015), the low-pattern
correlation confirms that hiatuses can be realized with very different SST patterns (Hedemann et al., 2017;
Känel et al., 2017; Medhaug et al., 2017).
We evaluate the consistency of simulations and observations in Figure 2. We define consistency between
each model ensemble and the observational data sets as
−t
t
𝜑 = mean obs
(1)
𝜎
where tmean is the ensemble mean trend, interpreted as the simulated forced response, tobs is the trend from
the observational data, and 𝜎 is the standard deviation calculated across each ensemble (Olonscheck & Notz,
2017). Each term is calculated for the 30- and 20-year trends discussed above. We evaluate equation (1)
for each single-model large ensemble and for CMIP5 and CMIP6. For CMIP5 and CMIP6 we use only the
first ensemble member of each model (“r1i1p1” method; e.g., Colman & Hanson, 2013; Cox et al., 2018).
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Figure 2. Observed SST trends for the four periods from COBE-SST2 (top row) and consistency as measured by equation (1) (other rows). Colors indicate that
the observed trend lies below (red) or above (blue) the ensemble mean trend. The darker the color, the farther the observations are from the ensemble mean.
Observations that lie outside ±3 ensemble standard deviations indicate that the model cannot reproduce the observed trend. The numbers on top of each panel
show from left to right the percentage fraction of the ocean area in which the observed trend is within ±1, within ±2, and outside ±3 standard deviations of the
simulated ensemble mean trend. Figures S4 and S5 show the consistency of simulated trends when compared to ERSSTv5 and HadISST2, respectively.
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This approach samples the differences in model physics and to some degree the internal variability between
models but does not emphasize the models that contributed a large number of ensemble members. Figure S6
shows the same analysis for taking into account all CMIP5 and CMIP6 ensemble members.
𝜑 measures how far the observed trend deviates from the ensemble mean trend normalized by the
model-specific standard deviation 𝜎 . The approach assumes a Gaussian fit to the distribution of trends in
each ensemble. Figures S7 and S8 show each term of equation (1) for all model ensembles. The internal variability 𝜎 differs between the model ensembles, but the overall magnitude is similar in each model ensemble
(Figure S8). Large-scale differences in internal variability occur only in the multimodel ensembles, with
CMIP6 having a substantially larger ensemble standard deviation than CMIP5. Large-scale coherent patterns in 𝜑 mean that the model ensemble mean trend is weaker or stronger than in observations. We do
not expect the ensemble mean to reproduce the observations, because the observations are drawn from the
unknown PDF of SST pattern evolution of the real world, including internal variability. The simulations are
consistent with the observations where the observed trend deviates by less than ±2𝜎 from the simulated
trend. In contrast, the simulations are considered inconsistent with the observations where the observed
trend deviates by more than ±3𝜎 from the ensemble mean. When averaged across the four time periods
and all single-model ensembles, we find that in 90% of the ocean area the observed trends from COBE-SST2
are consistent with ±2𝜎 of the simulated distribution of trends (85% for ERSSTv5 and 88% for HadISST2).
In contrast, in 3% of the ocean area the observed trends from COBE-SST2 are inconsistent with the simulated trends (5% for ERSSTv5 and 4% for HadISST2). This number is larger than the 0.3% of ±3𝜎 outliers we
expect statistically, but compared to the uncertainty in the observations (Kennedy, 2014) this number does
not allow the conclusion that the models are systematically inconsistent with the observations.

The consistency between observed and simulated trends differs for the four characteristic periods. For the
early warming period, all model ensembles show too negative trends in large coherent regions in the subtropical and midlatitudinal oceans, reflecting that the models' global warming trend during this period is too
weak (see also Figure 1 and Table S2). In contrast, for both the early hiatus and the recent warming period,
most ensembles show small biases with a large-scale consistency. Exceptions for the recent warming period
are CanESM2 and CESM-LE, which do not simulate the observed Southern Ocean cooling trend, while other
model ensembles do. For the recent hiatus period, the most coherent inconsistency across model ensembles
is the missing cooling trend in the eastern Pacific (Coats & Karnauskas, 2017; Seager et al., 2019). However,
only CanESM2 shows regions where no ensemble member simulates a cooling trend as strong as observed,
and 8% of the ocean area shows a deviation larger than ±3𝜎 . For all other model ensembles the possibility
remains that the observed cooling trend in the eastern equatorial Pacific over the period 1995–2014 is an
extreme realization of the very large internal variability, which is captured by a few simulations (indicated
by red in Figure 2, indicating deviations between 2 and 3𝜎 ).

4. Global and Regional Pattern Correlations and Model Improvement
To give a sense of the difference in observational data sets, we correlate the SST patterns from COBE-SST2
with those from ERSSTv5 and HadISST2 for the four characteristic periods (Figure 3). The pattern correlation ranges from 0.63 to 0.87 in the four trend periods, substantially smaller than 1 (see also section 2 and
Figure S2).
We do not expect the pattern correlations between observed and simulated SST trends to be close to 1,
because (1) the internal variability in the model simulations is not necessarily synchronized in time with
the observed variability, certainly not everywhere at the same time; (2) uncertain historical forcings such as
aerosols, volcanoes, and greenhouse gas concentrations are used in the simulations; and (3) the number of
ensemble members could be too small to simulate a trend pattern that perfectly matches the observed one
(Frankcombe et al., 2018; Milinski et al., 2019). From correlating the simulated trends in SST patterns of each
ensemble member with the trend pattern from COBE-SST2, we find that every model ensemble simulates a
broad range of pattern correlations, including negative correlations. This range of pattern correlations from
single-model ensembles highlights the large variety of SST patterns that is realizable from internal variability
alone. All ensembles show the highest pattern correlations in the recent warming period 1975–2004 when
several ensemble members reach pattern correlations larger than 0.5. The high correlations are due to similar warming trends in observations and models (see Figure 1 and Table S2) and a rather uniform warming
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Figure 3. Global pattern correlation of each realization from CMIP5, CMIP6, the single-model large ensembles, and
two observational estimates compared to the observational estimate COBE-SST2. The four rows (bottom to top) for
each ensemble correspond to the early warming, the early hiatus, the recent warming, and the recent hiatus. Gray
circles show the ensemble mean, and the dashed horizontal lines indicate missing data in the simulations. For CMIP6
and CMIP5, the larger filled dots show the first ensemble member of each model and the small dots all other ensemble
members.

pattern. The ensemble members with the highest pattern correlations resemble or even closely match the
large-scale SST patterns for the recent warming and the recent hiatus period (Figure S3).
We now investigate three ocean regions that are prone to large model trend biases and large observational
uncertainty, namely, the equatorial Pacific (Figure 4a; Bordbar et al., 2017; Coats & Karnauskas, 2017; Seager
et al., 2019), the Southern Ocean (Figure 4b; Latif et al., 2013; Hobbs et al., 2016; Kostov et al., 2018; Zhang
et al., 2019), and the North Atlantic (Figure 4c; Ting et al., 2009; Ruiz-Barradas et al., 2018; Hand et al.,
2019). The changes in the east-to-west SST gradient in the equatorial Pacific (3◦ S–3◦ N, 120–180◦ E minus
3◦ S–3◦ N, 85–155◦ W) range from strongly negative to strongly positive for all periods and each single-model
ensemble, while the SST gradient slightly strengthens with time in the observations. Although for the recent
hiatus, the observed positive trend is close to the upper bound of some model ensembles in agreement with
Seager et al. (2019), we find individual members in all model ensembles that show SST gradients as strong
as observed.
The SST trends of the Southern Ocean (40–90◦ S) relative to the 90◦ N to 40◦ S mean show strong changes
over time both in the observations and the models. The Southern Ocean warms less than the global mean
ocean during the two warming periods and the recent hiatus period but more than the global mean ocean
during the early hiatus period. Notably, these significant changes of observed Southern Ocean SST trends
throughout the four trend periods are reflected by the ensemble mean changes of many model ensembles
(black circles in Figure 4b), which points to a forced response. Consequently, for all four trend periods, the
observed SST trends are within the range of internal variability from the simulated trends of all model ensembles, except for CESM-LE for the recent warming period (Figure 2). Hence, we find a general consistency
between observed and simulated Southern Ocean SST trends.
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Figure 4. Trends in regional SST indices of each realization from CMIP5, CMIP6, the single-model large ensembles, and three observational estimates for
(a) the tropical Pacific east-to-west SST gradient, (b) the Southern Ocean, and (c) the North Atlantic compared to the global mean ocean SST. The four rows for
each ensemble correspond to (bottom to top) the early warming, early hiatus, recent warming, and recent hiatus. Dashed horizontal lines indicate unavailability
of data for that model. The ensemble mean trend is shown as black circle when significantly different to the previous trend period, and as gray circle otherwise.
Significance is tested with a Student's t test. For CMIP5 and CMIP6, the large filled dots show the first ensemble member of each model (“r1i1p1” method) and
the small dots all other ensemble members. The light gray area highlights the observed range during the recent hiatus period.

Finally, and in contrast to the Southern Ocean, the observed SST trends in the North Atlantic
(80–20◦ N,70–0◦ W) relative to the global mean ocean show strong warming during the early and recent
warming period as well as in the recent hiatus period but a strong cooling during the early hiatus period
(Ting et al., 2009; Taboada & Anadn, 2012; Hand et al., 2019). While this evolution is well represented by
MIROC6, the strong cooling trend in the early hiatus period is at the lower bound of the internal variability
range of all other model ensembles.
Overall, the comparison between observed and simulated SST trends shows that the trends in SST patterns
are consistent in regions that are important for ocean heat uptake (e.g., Frölicher et al., 2014; Garuba et al.,
2018; Kostov et al., 2014; Watanabe et al., 2013) and that influence the global atmospheric feedback parameter (e.g., Zhou et al., 2016; Frey et al., 2017; Andrews & Webb, 2018; Dong et al., 2019; Bloch-Johnson et al.,
2020; Rugenstein et al., 2020). The consistency holds in these regions for the different periods representative of global temperature change. The coherently simulated large range of regional SST trends for all model
ensembles highlights that internal variability can be more important for explaining regional SST trends than
differences between models.
CMIP6 better represents the observed trends in SST patterns than CMIP5. For the local SST trends during all
periods, the ocean area that is inconsistent with the observed trends decreases by about three quarters from
CMIP5 to CMIP6 (see percentage on the top right of each panel in Figure 2). The area of consistency mostly
increases even more when all realizations of each model are considered (Figure S6). The more widespread
consistency of SST trends in CMIP6 compared to CMIP5 is in part caused by the larger multimodel spread in
multidecadal SST trends in CMIP6 compared to CMIP5 (Figure S8) but might also point to either improvements in the model formulation or a stronger tuning of global mean temperatures to match the historical
record in the recent generation of model intercomparison.

5. Limitations, Interpretation, and Conclusions
Our study is limited to quantifying the distance between the observations and model simulations (𝜑 in
equation (1) and Figure 2). An alternative comparison could include assigning observational uncertainties
and estimates of internal variability of the real world at the grid point level. The influence of the mean state
biases of models can be assessed with dedicated simulations and an increased understanding of local process
(e.g., Richter, 2015; Sohn et al., 2016; Seager et al., 2019). Our study strengthens the argument for evaluating
the models' realism of internal variability to better compare observed and simulated surface temperature
and SST trends (McKinnon & Deser, 2018; Deser et al., 2020).
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Benefiting from the large amount of model output, we demonstrate that current generation climate models
are able to simulate the observed patterns of SST trends for characteristic historical time periods, such as
the early and recent warming periods and the early and recent hiatuses. We find:
1. Observed and simulated trends in SST patterns are broadly consistent (Figures 2–4). Individual ensemble
members simulate trends in SST patterns that resemble the observed patterns (Figure S3).
2. Internal variability strongly influences trends in SST patterns and can explain model differences of simulated 30- and 20-year SST trends better than differences in the model formulation or differences in the
observational data sets.
3. No region is robustly inconsistent with the observations across multiple model ensembles. However,
the observations lie toward the outer edge of the simulated distributions in similar regions in all model
ensembles (Figure 2). Two nonexclusive interpretations are (a) observed trends are an unusual realization of the Earth's possible behavior and/or (b) the models are systematically biased but the large internal
variability covers that bias and leads to occasional good matches with the observations in a large enough
ensemble.
4. If ensemble mean and observations show the same direction of change, such as in the Southern Ocean
and the North Atlantic throughout the historical period (Figures 4b and 4c, black circles), this suggests
a forced pattern response. If ensemble mean and observations show the opposite direction of change as
in the equatorial Pacific (Figure 4a), this could be by observational chance or indicative of a systematic
structural model bias.
5. For CMIP6, the observational estimates fall within the simulated ranges over a larger area than for CMIP5
(Figure 2). This could be caused by the larger internal variability, improvements in the model formulation,
or stronger tuning to the observations in CMIP6 compared to CMIP5.
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